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January 15, 2017: Friendship 

Thematic Integration:  

Salvation: The Practice of Healing 

 
Core Concepts:  

We find healing in many different places. 

We each can help offer healing to ourselves and the world. 

Key Phrases:  
Healing, Friends 

 

Choice Time (10 minutes)  

As the children arrive, invite them into the Chalice Children meeting room. Help them 

get comfortable by pointing out the free play area and noting the options for play that are 

displayed. Consider having music playing in the room as they enter. 

 

Choice Time Crafts:  

 Making Name Tags 

Invite children to decorate their name tags with crayons and stickers.  

 Spirit Play Story Baskets  

 Transition Tip: Give the kids a 2-minute warning before the end of Choice Time. Let 

them know that at the end of choice time, they will know it is time to clean up because 

they will hear their special clean-up song. Follow with a one-minute warning. Then 

introduce a clean-up song. 

Chalice Lighting and Check-in (10 minutes) 

Ring a chime and ask children to join you in the story circle. Remind them that each 

week we light our chalice to remind one another of how special this time is together. Join 

together in Chalice lighting words: 

We light this chalice to celebrate Unitarian Universalism, 

This is the church of the open minds, 

This is the church of the helping hands, 

This is the church of the loving heart; 
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Together we care for our earth and work for friendship and peace in our world. 

 

After the chalice is lit, begin check-in by telling the kids that we will start every lesson 

with a check-in; a short time of sharing. How are each of you feeling today? We will go 

around the circle and each say our name and point to how we're feeling today on the on 

the feelings flashcards. If you would rather not share today, you may say, "No, thank 

you." 

 

After everyone is done sharing say: 

For all we share today and for all that is held in our hearts, 

May we be reminded of the families, friends and church family that holds us. 

 

Invite children to blow out the chalice all together.  

Story Circle: A Rainbow of Friends (15 minutes) 

 Transition Tip: Invite children to get a carpet square and place it in a place where 

they will be able to see pictures for the story.  

 

Introduce the theme of Teddy Bear Month in these words or your own: 

 

As you can see, today we have some special guests-our stuffed animal toys are 

invited for the next three weeks to help us learn about making friends and being 

friends. Our congregation is one place that we can make friends-and being a 

member of this group means helping to make it a friendly place for others. 

 

Have the kids introduce their guests to the rest of the children: 

 

What is your teddy bear's name? 

Do you take your teddy bear to bed with you? 

Where does your teddy bear stay when you are away? 

Does your teddy bear help you feel better when you are sad? 

 

Introduce the idea of making friends by saying, in these words or your own: 

 

Core Concept: Church is a special place where we can share with one another. 
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Now that we have met the bears, would they like to meet each other? How can you 

help your bear make friends with another bear? What are some things your bear 

could do or say? [consider using the toys in the room as objects for sharing] 

 

Have two children role-play a friendly interaction between two bears. Conclude by 

saying, in these words or your own: 

 

Today we will celebrate friendship with our stuffed friends and our real friends by 

making a rainbow and by making friendship bracelets for our bears and each 

other. But first, let’s read a story about all kinds of friends.  

 

Read the story: A Rainbow of Friends, then process using the guiding questions 

 Transition Tip: Invite children to put away carpet squares after the story is over. 

Work Time (20 minutes) 

Children can explore the topic today by taking turns at two craft stations: 

A Rainbow of Friends Mural 

Help the kids paint a hand with one of the 

rainbow colors and help them add their handprints 

to the rainbow. Write the child’s name in marker 

underneath the hand print. If they would like, help 

them choose a second color for their other hand. 

This project will be completed by students at both 

9am and 11am, so it is okay to leave extra space 

on the mural.  

Guiding Questions:  

How do we show someone that they are our friend? 

How do we show it when we want to be friends with someone?  

What kinds of things can we do together with our friends?  

Are all of our friends the same? (Do all of our friends like the same things?)  

Can friends help us feel better when we are felling sad? 
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There are paper towels in the room to wipe off the excess paint, but RE staff will be 

available to help escort kids to the sink to wash their hands.  

Friendship bracelets 

Use the straw pieces and pipe cleaners to help the kids make a 

friendship bracelet for a special friend. Tell them that 

sometimes a friendship bracelet can help us remember the love 

of our friends even when they aren’t is the same room. 

Encourage kids to make more than one or to make one for their 

stuffed friend.  

 Transition Tip: If some children finish with the activity before others, invite them back to 

the carpet to play make-believe with their bears and other stuffed toy. Help them think about 

how friends can play together  

Clean Up Time (5 minutes) 

Invite the children to help clean up. They can help put away the art supplies.  

Closing Circle (10 minutes) 

When Clean up time is finished, ask children to come back to the story circle. If there is 

time, invite participants to share their project. 

If time allows, invite the kids to play a game together: 

Find a Friend at Church 

"Find a Friend at Church" is sung to the tune of "The Farmer in the Dell." Have the 

children gather in a circle. Have one child walk around the outside of the circle while the 

first two lines of the song are sung. The child then chooses a friend. The two friends hold 

hands and skip around the circle while the remainder of the verse is sung. The first child 

returns to the circle, and the game is repeated with a second child walking outside the 

circle. Continue until all have had a turn to choose a friend. 

I'll find a friend at church. 

I'll find a friend at church. 

Heigh ho, the derry oh, 
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I'll find a friend at church. 

We'll skip around the room. 

We'll skip around the room. 

Heigh ho, the derry oh, 

We'll skip around the room. 

Variation: Instead of "skip," ask each child to choose an action, such as run, walk, 

hop, or jump. 

Closing words (repeat after me):  

“Love is the spirit of this church” Extinguish the chalice 
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Session at-a-glance 

Activity Time (min) Supplies 

Choice Time 10  Puzzles and manipulatives 

 

Chalice Lighting/ Check-

in 
5  Chalice 

 Matches 

 Feelings Cards 

 Extra stuffed toys 

Story Circle 15  

            0  Book: A Rainbow of Friends 

 0  

Work Time 20  Mural paper 

 Paper towels 

 Finger paint 

 Paint brushes 

 Straw pieces 

 Pipe cleaners 

Clean Up Time 5  Paper Towels 

Closing Circle 10  

Total 55  

 


